COMMENCEMENT
2020
SEVENTY SIXTH ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT CLASS OF 2020
PROGRAM

SATURDAY, MAY 16, 2020
Eleven o’clock in the morning

IONA COLLEGE PIPE BAND PERFORMANCE

MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Darrell P. Wheeler, Ph.D.

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Olivia Berry

INVOCATION
Gerard Mulvey, O.F.M. Cap.

WELCOME ON BEHALF OF THE GRADUATES – UNDERGRADUATE
Hannah McGowan, Class of 2020

WELCOME ON BEHALF OF THE GRADUATES – GRADUATE
Jarlyne Batista Monzon, Class of 2020

PRESIDENT’S GREETING
Seamus Carey, Ph.D.

ADDRESS TO THE GRADUATES
Maria Bartiromo

RESPONSE ON BEHALF OF THE GRADUATES - UNDERGRADUATE
Lindsey Echausse, Class of 2020

RESPONSE ON BEHALF OF THE GRADUATES - GRADUATE
Samantha Ortiz, Class of 2020

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
Maria Bartiromo
PRESENTATION OF STUDENT LIFE AWARDS

PRESENTATION OF ACADEMIC AWARDS

PRESENTATION OF HUGH McCABE AWARD FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES - UNDERGRADUATE

School of Arts & Science
Kathleen Kristian, Ph.D.
Br. Joseph Morgan, Ph.D.
Meryl Nadel, DSW, LCSW, ACSW
David Zuckerman, Ph.D.

LaPenta School of Business
Jeffry R. Haber, Ph.D., CPA

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES - GRADUATE

Master of Arts – School of Arts and Science
Melba Butler, Ph.D., LCSW

Master of Science – LaPenta School of Business
Madalyn Barbero Jordan

Master of Science – School of Arts and Science
Laurette Olson, Ph.D., OTR/L, FAOTA

Master of Business Administration – LaPenta School of Business
Madalyn Barbero Jordan
Jeffry R. Haber, Ph.D., CPA

Advanced Certificates – LaPenta School of Business
Jeffry R. Haber, Ph.D., CPA

IONA ALMA MATER
Allyson Kuppelmeyer, Class of 2020

RECESSIONAL
Darrell P. Wheeler, Ph.D
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCE
Bachelor of Arts

Mohammed Adamu
Tajuan Agee
Joseph Agius
Andrew Aglione
Natalia Allahar
Kristina Alphas
Kasey Althoff
Bryan Alvarez Alvarado
Taina Alvarado

Cum Laude

Valerie Amarosa
Nicole Amato
Julia Anderson
Lucia Antoine

Magna Cum Laude

Summa Cum Laude

Atira Barber-Ellis
Dylan Batista

Cum Laude

Jonathan Belen
Michael Benchetrit
Charles Bencivengo
Casey Benda
Steisy Benitez
Samantha Bernardo
Justina Bernstein
Stephen Bisaillon
Cameron Blagman

Magna Cum Laude

Robert Bleakley
Anna Bongiorno

Cum Laude

Rocco Anthony Borghetti
Besa Brija
Chelsea Brown
Michael Brown
Taylor Brown

Cum Laude

Tyanna Browne
Michael Bruno

Cum Laude

Dominique Bryden
Cullen Buckley
Ross Bucolo
Katherine Buholtz

Cum Laude

Alison Burguiere

Cum Laude

Ciaran Burke

James Burke
Morgan Burns
Jenna Caccavale
Julia Cali
Anthony Calise
Kaitlyn Camperlino
Megan Cannon
Alexa Capalbi
Alexa Carbone
Amanda Cardona
Mark Carozza
Ashley Castro
James Cavataro
Adabel Ceballos-Marte
Paola Cedeno
Alyssa Chain
CeAsiah Christmas
Keyanna Clagon
Kristen Clark
Seona Clarke
Thomas Clemens
Jordan Clemente
Paige Clements
Carlie Clifford
Alyssa Colon
Alyssa Connell
Ryan John Connell
Katherine Conner
Brian Connors Jr.

Magna Cum Laude

Summa Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

Amber Crispin
Brenna Crockwell
Matthew Crowe
Stephany Cuadro
Ali Dawha
Chelsea De Jesus
Allegra Deane
Erika L. DeFlorio
Maureen DeGregorio
Jessica Denet
Gina DePolio
Anna Desiderio
Christopher DiBella
Gabriela DiBenedetto
Stephanie DiGiovanna
Jacob DiMisa
Daniel DiRenzo
Christopher Dodrill Jr.
Meaghan Doherty
Patrick Dubuche
Claver Edwards
Josette Eldred

Cum Laude

Mariah Elsenheimer
Alana Evans
Julia Fabrizio

Cum Laude

Brianna Fanzo

Summa Cum Laude

Cristian Ferrante

Cum Laude

Francesc Ferri

Cum Laude

Uatesoni Filikitionga
Thomas Filomio
Keijon Ford

Cum Laude

Augustino Formato

* Latin and Degree honors are based on the student’s latest completed term. Final status will be determined during certification by the Registrar’s Office *
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCE
Bachelor of Arts
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCE

Bachelor of Arts

Julia Pignatelli
Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas Pinczewski
Samantha Pistone
Danielle Plarinas
Nicole Pochat
Lukas Politis
Timothy Powell
John Powers
Julia Price
Alyssa Pulci
Cum Laude
Nina Purut
Tatiana Quintero
Morgan Rachu
Siyada Rahman
Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Rambusch
Kassandra Ramos
Christina Reale
Magna Cum Laude
Timothy Rebentisch
Kieran Regan
Tyler Reisner
Cum Laude
Andrew Reivich
Brendan Reynolds
Mark Riabov
Mackenzie Rice-Parascondola
Magna Cum Laude
Allison Rieve
Tyler Ringwood
Alyssa Rivera
Alison Robles
Magna Cum Laude
Jean Carlo Rodriguez
Nicholas Romeo
Madeline Ronga
Cum Laude
Gregory Rorke
Clarissa Rosano
Magna Cum Laude
Chastity Rosario
Edward Rose
Summa Cum Laude
Adrianna Helena Ruiz
Taisha Ruiz
Alexandra Russo
Christa Ryan
Magna Cum Laude
Nia Sago
Jennifer Salazar
Orlando Sanchez Jr.
Ariel Sanful
Victoria Sanseverino
Summa Cum Laude
Derrick Santana
Tristan Schoberle
Gabriella Scottino
Cum Laude
Theresa Selesky
Magna Cum Laude
Kathryn Sheridan
Cum Laude
Farrell Shine
Magna Cum Laude
Taylor Shopel
James Shoptaugh
Summa Cum Laude
Willow Alvarez Silvers
Summa Cum Laude
Stephanie Sinka
Cum Laude
Ravynne Slaughter
Rose Snyder
Cum Laude
Adrianna Solhjoo
Isaiah Still
Sarah Strange
Simone Sturrup
Eddy Suarez
Christa Sukra
Marissa Sullivan
Kaitlyn Sweeney
Cum Laude
Shane Syron
Lauren Talty
Summa Cum Laude
Nils Taylor
Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Telesco
Summa Cum Laude
Jasmine Temple
Mia Terenzio
Cum Laude
Sydney Therrien
Peter Thornton
Magna Cum Laude
Daniel Todino
John Toribio
Dianna Torres
Magna Cum Laude
Liliana Torres
Cum Laude
Wilson Torres
Kenysye Trim
Summa Cum Laude
Queury Triunfel
Magna Cum Laude
John Tuohy
Cum Laude
Colleen Turini
Cum Laude
Melissa Valdovinos
Dakota Vazquez
Magna Cum Laude
Alexis Velez
Magna Cum Laude
Ashley Vera
Laura Veras
Martin Verenda
Kiara Vernon
Tiffany Victor
Olivia Volberg
Anthony Volotsenko
Cum Laude
Sabrina Volpicella
Arjeta Vukaj
Cum Laude
Sebina Vulic
Magna Cum Laude
Anthony White
Joseph Wigfall
Alyssa Wilkinson
Damon Willingham Jr
Kara Wilson
Rachel Winchester
Meghan Wright
Magna Cum Laude
Ben Yursa
Kristen Zinzi
Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCE

Bachelor of Science

Kiara Allen  Magna Cum Laude
Jasleen Anand
Jennifer Bastos
LeAngela Brown
Ashley Cave
Abigail Cleare
Johnathan Alvarez Clement
Tess Cornolly
Odalis Cordero
Mikayla Cullen  Summa Cum Laude
Danielle DelTorto
Heather Demartino  Magna Cum Laude
Maria DiBartolo
Ciarra DiGuilio
Matthew DiJoseph
Karina Rondon Farge  Cum Laude
Peter Fernandes
Natalie Fernandez
Vanessa Ficalora  Cum Laude
Angel Figueroa
Alexa Fiorillo  Cum Laude
Julia Flower  Cum Laude
Nina Franco
Rebecca Gabert  Cum Laude
Corey Gardner
Kathryne Gerol  Cum Laude
Joseph Giancaspro  Summa Cum Laude
Emily Gleason  Cum Laude
Alexandra Grando
Ella Gregorio
Anna Greco
Treloara Harrisson  Summa Cum Laude
Emely Herasme  Summa Cum Laude
Gerald Hilaire
Leigha Hill  Cum Laude
Kayla Hujber  Magna Cum Laude
Mesha Iqbal  Cum Laude
Anneliese Jagarnath
Lauren Johns  Cum Laude
Cassidy Joseph
Antoni Kaleta
Daniel Kawula
Cameron Keenan
Caralyn Kelly
Kathryn Kenny  Cum Laude
Samantha Langan  Magna Cum Laude
Tori Lesko  Cum Laude
Sade Lubin
Christina Marquez
Andrew Maxwell
Madison Mayle  Cum Laude
Wanda McDonald  Summa Cum Laude
Hannah McGowan  Cum Laude
Brittney McLarty  Cum Laude
Margaret McNiff  Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Montaruli  Cum Laude
Danielle Morano  Summa Cum Laude
Lisa Mottola  Magna Cum Laude
Jenascia Muniz  Cum Laude
Brandon Neilsen  Cum Laude
Lizabeth Neshiwat  Magna Cum Laude
Thien Nguyen  Cum Laude
Mariama Njie  Magna Cum Laude
Allison Parrett  Magna Cum Laude
Alyssa Passanisi  Summa Cum Laude
Michael Pesce  Summa Cum Laude
Tamantha Pizarro  Cum Laude
Mackenzie Reilly
Ali Reza-Reyes
Emily Rizzo  Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Rodriguez
Dennise Romero
Melissa Rowan  Summa Cum Laude
Mariahelena Ruiz  Cum Laude
Vittorio Russo  Cum Laude
Angela Santana  Cum Laude
Analicea Shea
Marnie Skinner  Magna Cum Laude
Timothy Strowbridge
Jamilaah Sullivan
Kaitlynn Toro
Samantha Tyo
Samantha Vaz
Andrew T. Velez
Regan Warmoth  Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

LAPENTA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Bachelor of Business Administration

Freddy Aber
Magna Cum Laude
Rene Aceituno
Israel Acevedo
Samuel Adeyina
Amanda Agostino
Cum Laude
Daniel Ahern
Andre Aksoy
Juan Alcantara
Matthew Anderson
Cum Laude
Joseph Andrews
Cum Laude
Joseph Andrews
Michael Angarano
Summa Cum Laude
Jason Antalek
Wilbert Ascencio-Perez
Summa Cum Laude
Carlos Aspiazu
Lisbeth Baez
Martin Balaj
Michael Banks
Summa Cum Laude
Monica Barefield
Jesus Barragan
Vivian Barriga
Cum Laude
Dominique Barry
Nicholas Bascelli
Joseph Baxter Jr.
Alexandria Bay
Cum Laude
Malcolm Moreno Beningo
Eric Berger
Katherine Berk
Matthew Bissonnette
Emma Black
Tavar Blake
Bianca Bogdany
Brandon Bonifacio
Nikki Borg
Cum Laude
Gabrielle Brand
Magna Cum Laude
Kelia Bridge
Summa Cum Laude
Michael Briordy
Kelly Brosnan
Paul Brown Jr.
Tyler Browne
Justin Brownell
Peter Bruno
Avery Burgos
Ana Caceres
Mark H. Cairo
Nicole Cardinale
Luciano Cardoza
James Carey III
Keenan Carey
Brianna Catrombone
Jonathan Cespedes
Stephen Chen
Alexander Cheruk
Kevin Chica
Calvin Chiu
Olivia Chrobocinski
Summa Cum Laude
Deklin Cihak
Samantha Ciprut
Cum Laude
Timothy Cluess
Summa Cum Laude
Elliot Collins
John Collins
Cum Laude
Victoria Conelli
Philip Connors
Cum Laude
Damon Coromilas
Gabriela Corte-Real
Shane Cosiver
Cristian Cruz
Joseph Cureton
Anthony Danial
Cum Laude
Alessandra Danyo
Cum Laude
Joseph DaSilva
Summa Cum Laude
Ryan Davis
Peter DeGrushe
Magna Cum Laude
Victoria DeLillo
Oisin Devereux
Sabita Dhanpaul
Shirley Diaz
Alexander DiLello
Summa Cum Laude
Andrew Donohue
Juliane Donohue
Robert Doohan
Kenya DuBose
Matthew Dumas
Ehab El-Sandali
Ruben Escobar
Tyler Etwaroo
Cum Laude
Kevin Fallon
Marissa Fatigato
Cum Laude
Delia Fernandez
Magna Cum Laude
Mario Ferraioli
Matheus Ferreira
Cum Laude
Giovanni Fierro
Luís Flores
Cum Laude
Stephen Furman
Robert Gadero
Nyja Gallashaw
Michael Gallego
Yuluisa Garcia
Helina Getahun
Harrison Ginsberg
Cum Laude
Jason Goetz
Stephanie Gonzalez
Benjamin Green
Tiara Griffith
Magna Cum Laude
Vincent Groppa
Robert Guarino
Christopher Hamaty
Stephen Hansen
Kasahn Harris
Cum Laude
Sergio Hernandez
Alizette Hidalgo
Magna Cum Laude
Meredith Hird
Ryan Hrvatin
Caroline Hudson
Kristen Hull
Matthew Huston
Claire Jackson
Magna Cum Laude
Dametres Jackson
Kevin Jackson II
Tomas Jamett
Diana Azana Jarama
Patrick Javier
Kolbe Jendeziec
Curtis Jenkins
Morgan Kaja
Cum Laude
John Kane
Cum Laude
Christopher Kaspar
Cum Laude
Julia Keenan
Daniel Keleher
John King
Kevin King
Jakub Korek
Summa Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

LAPENTA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Bachelor of Business Administration

Kristina Kozakevitch
Summa Cum Laude
Kathleen Kramer
Summa Cum Laude
Dorentina Krasniqi
Kastriot Kukic
Matthew Laliberte
Matthew Lambdin
Brianna Lanci
Morgan Lang
Walker Latham
Jacques Lehodey
Madeleine Lessard
Summa Cum Laude
Quinn Lloyd
Cum Laude
Mireille Loto
John Lumaj
Maureen Lydon
Vishnu Mackenchery
John Marginelli
Cum Laude
Walker Manning
John Manzione
Michael Maravegias
Cum Laude
Michael Mariscal
Ronald Masicandaro
Santiago Mascolo
Dominick Masino
Evan Mattioli
Maimouna Mbacke
Cum Laude
Connor B. Mcnamee
Damien McNichol
Gerom Solis Mejia
Mariah Metcalf
Cum Laude
Caitlin Miles
Cum Laude
Carlos Millar
Luka Milosavljevic
Anthony Mirditaj
Matthew Mirocco
Jennifer Miter
Michael Molgano
Jennifer Molina
Cum Laude
Hannah Molloy
Deanna Molucci
Cum Laude
Henry Monaco
Michael Mondella
Matthew Montaruli
Magna Cum Laude
Laura Monteleone
Magna Cum Laude
Yiqueira Zapata Montero
Liam Mooney
Patrick Morrisey
Connor Murphy
Amanda Musico
Jason Naranjo
Summa Cum Laude
Sukanya Nath
Carlo-James Nicolo
Cum Laude
David Nunez-Pulido
Jack O’Leary
Tiffany Oliveira
Ryan O’Neill
Amanda Oppedisano
Matthew Ortiz
Francis Ott III
Robert Palmieri
Cum Laude
Sabrina Paniccia
Vanessa Parente-Colin
Shivraj Patil
Kristina Pellegrino
Caitlin Pellicano
Cum Laude
Jorge Pena
Kathryn Perez
Larisa Perez
Anthony Piacquadio
Jillian Pichardo
Brian Picone
Michael Pirraglia
Summa Cum Laude
Jack Portu
Gianna Prunestì
Cum Laude
James Quinn
Cum Laude
Shane Quinn
Steven Quirino Jr
Nicholas Rabadi
Jose Diaz Ramirez
Cum Laude
Kade Ramirez-Zimmerman
Emmanuel Rawlings
John Regan
Anthony Reggio
Daniel Reguinga
Daisha Reyes
Scott Riley
Jonathan Rivas
William Roberts
Summa Cum Laude
Michael Robertson
Alison Robles
Magna Cum Laude
Eve Rodriguez
Jeremy Rodriguez
Nelson Rodriguez
Magna Cum Laude
Victoria Rodriguez
Benjamin Romeo
Jetmira Rraci
Cum Laude
Angelo Salvatico
Nicholas Santoianni
Daniel Savage
Jessica Schaub
Cum Laude
Sarah Schumacher
Cum Laude
Michael Serra
James Sharkey
Lauren Shaughnessy
Owen Simpson
Tahj Skyers
Elvis Smajlaj
Matthew Smart
Robert Smith
Julia Stewart
Cum Laude
Timothy Susko
Jamie Swenton
Cum Laude
Brianna Tagliamonte
Cum Laude
Kate Tagliareni
Scott Tell
Cum Laude
Jaclyn Thompson
Cum Laude
Timothy Toolan
Magna Cum Laude
Alex Torres
Jorge Torres
Uyen Tran
Magna Cum Laude
Katarina Traylor
Anthony Turchiano
Anthony Turcios
Jennifer Valencia
Cum Laude
Sabrina Valente
Jake Varnum
Niki Viera
Blake Vogdes
Jared Volpe
Angela Vuceljic
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Vukasanaj
Cum Laude
Philip Wachowski
Cum Laude
Brandon Walters
Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
LAPENTA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Bachelor of Business Administration

Robert Weber
James Whaley
Verick White
Ryan Whitley
Christopher Wilson
Khody Wright
Liana Yoanidis
Summa Cum Laude

Andrew Yozzo
Yi Zhou
Amarra Ziemba

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCE
Master of Arts

Jazlyne Agosto
Jessica Alba
Cynthia Assuncao
Anacia Bakker
Honors
Lauren Benson
Zissel Brown
Serena Butler
Honors
Vanessa Castro
Honors
Kritika Chauhan
John Clark
Honors
Giuseppe D’Aloisio
Honors
Christopher D’Angelo
Caroline De Oliveira
Domenico Delucia
Samantha Derosa
Honors
Jason Fermin
Jasmine Fogle
Amanda Gannon
Honors
Antoinette Gardner
Honors
Jenny George
Hannah Gilhuly
Ceydi Giron
Jasmine Gomez
Honors
Jacquelyn Goyco
Gabriela Graziosa
Devon Grimm
Victoria Grolli
Amanda Irizarry
Ferdousi Jahan
Kania Javier
Erica Joseph
Emily Jost
Nataliya Karpov
Julia Kearley
Nicole Ketter
Tucker Kiessling
Honors
Kelly Kyriacou
Honors
Angalina Leggieri
Eliane Lobos
Justina Lopez
Alyssa Luciano
Nicole Maccaroni
Colby Marshall
Elise Marson
Jah-See Martin
Troy Mauriello
Margaret Mazzella
Danielle McGuire
Honors
Cathryn McLaughlin
Veronica Mejia
Isabella Meliado
Praneeth Metukuru
Honors
Christina Migliaccio
Katharine Moore
Dora Moreira
Adangely Nunez
Angela R. Nunez
Alexis Olan
Michelle Oppedisano
Alexa Coto Orellana
Jessica Palmiotto
Honors
Yasmin Paredes
Honors
Michael Phillips
Honors
Megan Pierce
Julia Pisano

Concettina Pizzuti
Honors
Kyle Quercia
Honors
Ashley Ramirez
Honors
Jacquelyn Rice
Jaqueline Romero
Jillian Santiago
Honors
Michael Scagluiso
Honors
Erin Scanlan
Darius Schullere
Tamara Shanklin
Allison Shevick
Stephanie Smith
Honors
Rahena Somdat
Andrew Spiegel
Zoe Spiegel
Honors
Jonathan Stanko
Marci Steinberg
Alexis Thomas
Francesca Thomas
Courtney Tolbert
Honors
Alexa Torrence
Honors
Clarissa Torres
Honors
Samuel Torres
Honors
Taryn Tyson
Jillian Venditti
Honors
Lauren Vita
Honors
Alyssa Marie Werderits
Vanessa Wright

* Latin and Degree honors are based on the student’s latest completed term. Final status will be determined during certification by the Registrar’s Office *
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCE
Master of Science

Miriam Gardner
Honors
Alexis Giglio
Honors
Toni Grimaldi
Honors
Hailey Herrera*
Honors
Stephen Hooks
Stephanie Hovsepian
Tarandeep Kaur
Honors
Amelia Lopez
Michael Marro
Stephen J. Meerman
Erik Mejia
Edward Mendez
Maria Mirabella
Honors
Hillary Paredes
Bianna Picone
Yazen Rabadi
Cecilia Rodrigues
Honors
Alexander Rousak III
Honors
Dante A. Santora
Carrie Sapinoso
Honors
Allison Scymczyk
Honors
Marquita Snowball
Matthew Stapleton
Honors
Kachael Stocks
Honors
Natalie Subieta
Honors
Raymond Taylor
Katie Valentin
Christine Wasserman

Darling Aviles
Honors
Jazz Baez
Honors
Karen Balimas
Olga Barajas
Annamika Beepat
Honors
Michelle Bellin
Honors
Lewis Bent
Rebekah Buchanan
Tiffany M. Chaverra
Natasha Clifford
Honors
Patrick Drummond
Honors
Robert Dunkley
Shelly Esse
Amy Galarza
Jolisa Garcia
Joshua Garcia

Master of Science in Education

Amanda Albanese
Honors
Kathryn Court
Honors
Amanda Granitto
Honors
Emma Hager
Honors
Laura Hooks
Honors
Hayley Kazlauskas
Honors
Sara Mangialardi
Honors
Yasmine Moreira

Gabriella Osso
Honors
Cassandra Pensa
Honors
Elizabeth Peprah
Madison Thompson
Honors

Master of Science in Teaching

Darilyn Barone
Honors
Maryann Cervini
Honors
Jessica DePietro
Honors
Stephanie DeRosa-Miotto
Honors
Bakhtawar Ghaffar
Honors
Peter Iannarelli
Honors
Maria Kalten
Honors
Anna Marotta
Honors
Gabriella Melillo
Melissa Oricchio
Francesca Perticaro
Honors
Catherine Ponsrock
Honors
Jodi-Marie Ramil
Honors
Jessica Thompson
Christian Vega
Shih-Ann Yao

* Posthumously
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES
LAPEXTA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Master of Business Administration

Alex Acaro
Honors
Elvira Acciarino
Honors
Christian Alberico
Honors
Taisha Alcindor
Honors
Deborah Alicea
Spencer Anthony
Claire Archibald
Dion Austrie
Kristyn Barnes
Gisela Barreiro
Honors
Leah Barrett
Honors
Alexis Pinos Bastidas
Jarlyne Batista
Junior Legrand Beauvais
Eva Beci
James Benedith
Courtney Blasko
Honors
Elizabeth Bongo
Eric Bosco
Gregory Brunck
Tyler Bruno
Christina Bryde
Honors
Natanya Buddy
Honors
Michael Bundrick
Kyle Byrne
Honors
Ana Camarena Caballero
Honors
Malick Camara
Honors
Amanda Cammisa
Honors
Carlo Cannavo
Honors
Chenalyn Cantave
Honors
Ethan Carrena
Samantha Carter
Raymond Caruso Jr.
Honors
Michael Cassata
Kayla Castro
Honors
Joseph Chiaravalle
Honors
Cristina Ciccone
Honors
Domenic Colavito
Robert Connolly
Shannon Cooke
Honors
Kimberlyn Costes
Honors
Patrick Coyne
Louis Cristantiello
Humbert Ferrer Cucurell
Honors
Lauren Czerniewski
Vincent Dapiloto
Honors
Victoria Davoli
Kristen DeFilippe
Honors
Lissette DeLeon
Honors
Joshua Demetrius
Anthony DiMatteo
Concetta DiMatteo
Honors
Steven D’Ippolito
Honors
Kimberly Donadio
Honors
Joana Dos Santos
Honors
Brendan Driscoll
Nandipha Dube
Honors
Michelle Dyckman
Lauren Dyroff
Honors
Olivia Ecker
Brian Epifano
Honors
Giovanni Esposito
Elda Fernandez
Maria Ferrara
Honors
Ashley Flanger
Wendy Flores
Catherine Gallery
Honors
Jose Garcia Jr.
Honors
Andre Gazivoda
Marisa Gergel
Honors
Stefano Gizzo
Honors
Kathryn Godoy
Honors
Edward Gonzalez
Honors
Justin Gonzalez
Honors
Ruben Gonzalez
Jerusha Graham
Honors
Brittany Gray
Honors
Teneice Gray
Honors
Dominick Greco
Tyla Green
Joseph Grippo
Stacy Hanson
Honors
Tyler Hart
Kaleen Hawkins
Cezar Hashari
Honors
Kiara Haye
Shannon Healy
Honors
Glorys Hernandez
Honors
John Hidalgo
Honors
Jae Hopkins
Honors
Daniel Iessi
Jodie Iyalekhue
Christopher Jeantel
Honors
Edwina Johnson
Honors
Jaime Johnson
Erik Jolivette
Honors
Matt Joseph
Matthew Kavanaugh
Sinead King
Honors
Susan Koshy
Honors
Daniel Krug
Anastasiya Kryva
Honors
Amber LaCourt
Nicolas LaSala
Honors
Adrian Lasso
Sidney Leiriao
Honors
Anthony Licata
Patrick Lomaglio
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES

LAPENTA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Master of Business Administration

Enri Lushi
Dana Marini
Sandeep Masih
George Mathew
Nijo Mathew
Suzzette Burzo McDonough
Dennis Meduri Jr.
Tommaso Mellone
Carlos Mendoza
Alyssa Migliaccio
Michael-Roy Miller
Anthony Miraglia
Maricela Cobos Moran
Taylor Mrazek
William Muderhwa
Delroy Muschette
Nancy Naulaguarí
Jenny Nogueira
Mariel Nunez
Eileen O’Connor
James Oliverio
Richard Palladino
Taylor Mrazek
Honors
Kristopher Popovic
Heather Pullis
Kamani Quinland
Lirieth Amat Quiros
Caitlin Radlein
Amanda Ramdhanny
Honors
David-Lewis Ramirez-Lopez
David Rankin
Tniya Reed
Honors
Sabrina Reph
Michelle Reynoso
Victoria Riina
Honors
Marlene Ripa
Corey Rist
Omar Rivera
Victoria Rocco
Honors
Catherine Rodriguez
Patrick Ryan
Alexis Samuel
Honors
Jazmine Santana
Honors
Louis Sanzo
Alana Sausto
Honors
Allison Schneider
Honors
Anthony Scimeca
Matthew Seedorf
Honors
Mario Selca
Amit Sharma
Nicholas Simko
Vinod Siwlal
Kyle Son
Honors
Jacob Spring
Althea Staple
Melissa Strauss
Anthony Strazza
Marissa Tarpey
Honors
Darrell Tillman
David Valencia
Edtznah Verdejo
Brittany Victor
Honors
Donna Vittoria
Silvester Volaj
Honors
Romana Vukaj
Honors
Sabrina Walters
Honors
Cassidy Weber
Margarete Weinbacher-Tarangelo
Honors
Kathleen Wiedmar
Honors
Frank Williams
Honors
Christopher Yuscak
Honors

Master of Science

Courtney Albrecht
Philip Bleiwas
Richard Cruz
Andrew D’Avella
Caroline DeMercurio
Gregory Epsaro
Ahmed Fasinro
Daniel Fennell
Fred Guida Jr.
Ervindo Lopez
Patrick Maguire
Honors
Marlon Mairena
Michael Muniz
Javier Sandoval
Yanira Sigua
Nicole Silinsky
Yunzhu Zhang
Honors
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES
LAPENTA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Advanced Certificate in Business

Sarah Noonan

Advanced Certificate in Entrepreneurship & Innovation

Amanda McCormick

Advanced Certificate in Health Care Management

Elisabeth Maher
Honors
AWARDS

BACCALAUREATE AWARDS

Cardinal’s Award for Proficiency in Studies
Presented by the Archdiocese of New York
Allison López

Roth Memorial Medal for Excellence in Business Administration
Presented by the Faculty of the LaPenta School of Business
Joseph DaSilva

Rice Memorial Medal for Excellence
Presented by the Faculty of the School of Arts & Science
Liana Yoanidis

Iona Medal for Excellence in Business Administration
Presented by the Faculty of the LaPenta School of Business
Kristina Kozakevitch

Dr. Henry L. Logan Medal for Excellence in Science
Presented by the Henry L. Logan Family
Joseph Giancaspro

Iona Medal for Excellence in the Social and Behavioral Sciences
Presented by the Faculty of the School of Arts & Science
Cassidy Mahoney

DISTINCTIONS
Presented by the Division of Student Life

The Sullivan Award
Presented by the Division of Student Life to the scholar who most clearly demonstrates the concerns of loyalty and scholarship characteristic of Iona graduates.
Hannah McGowan

The Joseph E. Powell Award
Presented by the Division of Student Life to the graduate who exemplifies the high qualities of spirit, dedication, and generosity which characterized Joseph E. Powell, an Iona graduate.
Martin Verendia

The Julia Friedman Memorial Award
Presented by the Division of Student Life to an individual who in daily life and activities has shown great love and capacity for truth in dealing with others.
Genesis Mojica

The Mildred Squires Award
Presented by the Division of Student Life to an individual who clearly embodies the mission of Iona College and has shown great generosity, compassion and concern regarding the well-being of the student body.
Emely Herasme
AWARDS
BACCALAUREATE DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

Accounting................................................................................. Liana Yoanidis

ACS Chemistry........................................................................... Mariama Njie

Biochemistry ............................................................................ Joseph C. Giancaspro

Biochemistry ............................................................................. Marnie Skinner

Biology ...................................................................................... Treloara B. Harrison

Biology ...................................................................................... Melissa Rowan

Business Administration ......................................................... Jessica Schaub

Computer Science ....................................................................... Michael Pesce

Criminal Justice ........................................................................... Briana Gibaldi

Criminal Justice ......................................................................... Bethany G. Gracer

Economics .................................................................................. Joseph A. DaSilva

Economics .................................................................................. Erin Kelly

Education – Adolescence Education – Social Studies ............. Alexis Velez

Education – Adolescence Education - Spanish ......................... Daniel Guerra-Mejia

Education – Childhood - English............................................... Kiara Allen

Education – Dual Childhood/Early Childhood - English ........ Emily M. Rizzo

Education – Childhood – Social Studies ............................. Allison Parrett

English ...................................................................................... Lauren R. Talty

Presented as the William D. McGlone Memorial Award

English ...................................................................................... Victoria R. Sanseverino

Presented as the Raymond J. Porter Memorial Award

Finance .................................................................................... Olivia R. Chrobocinski

Finance ...................................................................................... Joseph A. DaSilva

Finance .................................................................................... Michael M. Angarano

Presented by the Financial Management Association

History ..................................................................................... Domenick Monaco

Information Systems ............................................................... Liana Yoanidis

International Business ......................................................... Katarina M. Traylor

Management ............................................................................. Andre A. Aksoy

Marketing .................................................................................. Kristina M. Kozakevitch

Marketing .................................................................................. John Manginelli

Marketing .................................................................................. Brianna M. Tagliamonte

Mathematics .............................................................................. Tamantha Pizarro

Mass Communication – Advertising................................. Angelique Perrin

Mass Communication – Broadcast Media ......................... Ryan McMonagle

Mass Communication – Journalism......................... Victoria R. Sanseverino

Mass Communication – Public Relations ......................... Edward Rose

Philosophy ............................................................................... Lucia Pacifico

Political Science ......................................................................... James Shoptaugh

Psychology ............................................................................... Cassidy R. Mahoney

Psychology ............................................................................... Linda Perlleshi

Social Work .............................................................................. Ashley B. Goldsberry

Social Work ............................................................................... Lisa Mottola

Social Work .............................................................................. Rebecca D. Gabert

Presented as the Ron Federico Memorial Award

Sociology .................................................................................... Kaitlyn N. Camperlino

Spanish ...................................................................................... Clarissa B. Rosano

Speech Communication Studies ........................................ Kristen Clark
AWARDS

THE ROBERT SCHOENHERR MEMORIAL AWARD
This award is presented to the accounting graduate who has best demonstrated academic achievement and humanitarian concerns.

Matthew Bissonnette

THE GEORGE AND MARGARET PAPPAS MEDICAL SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
An endowed scholarship given to a full-time senior accepted to a school of medicine or to a program in a related health science. The scholarship award is a perpetual tribute to the many years of devoted service given to Iona College by Dr. & Mrs. Pappas.

Treloara Brook Harrisson

HONORS

HONORS PROGRAM
Kim Paffenroth, Ph.D., Director

Joseph John Andrews
Michael Thomas Bruno
CeAsiah Mystique Christmas
Samantha M. Ciprut
Kristen Clark
Alyssa Colon
Joseph DaSilva
Joseph Carmelo Giancaspro
Bethany Gracer

Treloara Brook Harrisson
Mesha Zafar Iqbal
Claire Jackson
Erin Margaret Kelly
Kathryn J. Kenny
Nathan Job Lowry
Cassidy Mahoney
Madison Mayle
Hannah McGowan

Ryan McMonagle
Margaret T. McNiff
Leanna Molaro
Lisa Mottola
Emma L. O’Donnell
Alyssa Marie Passanisi
Tamaranha Christine Pizarro
Alison Patricia Robles
Edward Rose

Christa Rose Ryan
Victoria Rose Sanseverino
Marnie Willow Skinner
Timothy P. Strowbridge
Brianna Marie Tagliamonte
Lauren Rosemary Talty
Colleen Turini
Liana Yoanidis

DELTAM EPSILON SIGMA
Carl Procario-Foley, Ph.D., Moderator

Matthew Thomas Lee Anderson
Michael M. Angarano
Lucia Antoine
Michael Banks
Mariela J. Barajas
Kaitlynn Camperlinno
CeAsiah Mystique Christmas
Kristen Clark
Jordan A. Clemente
Joseph DaSilva

Delia Fernandez
Vanessa Florence Ficalora
Stacey Franciamore
Joseph Carmelo Giancaspro
Bethany Gracer
Tiara Maria Griffith
Treloara Brook Harrisson
Emely Herasme
Alizette G. Hidalgo
Claire Jackson
Laura Mary Kandro

Jakub Eugeniusz Korek
Kristina Marie Kozakevitch
Kathleen Marie Kramer
Madeleine Lessard
Nathan Job Lowry
Cassidy Mahoney
Melissa Marino
Wanda R. McDonald
Hannah McGowan
Domenick P. Monaco
Lucia Pacifico

Tamaranha Christine Pizarro
Clarissa B. Rosano
Edward Rose
Melissa Rowan
Christa Rose Ryan
Victoria Rose Sanseverino
James Lazarus Shoptaugh
Marnie Willow Skinner
Lauren Rosemary Talty
Liana Yoanidis
AWARDS

GRADUATE AWARDS

The Brother Joseph G. McKenna Memorial Award
for Academic Excellence
Presented by the Faculty of the LaPenta School of Business

Richard Palladino

The John G. Hagan Award
for Academic Excellence
Presented by the Faculty of the LaPenta School of Business

Melissa Strauss

GRADUATE DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

Accounting...........................................Carlos A. Mendoza
Presented as the Dominick Carbone Memorial Award
in Public Accounting

Accounting...........................................Shannon Healy
Presented as the Dominick Carbone Memorial Award
in Public Accounting

Accounting – M.S. Public Accounting.......Ervindo Rene Lopez

Computer Science .......................Alexander Francis Rousak

Criminal Justice..................................Natasha M. Clifford

Education, Adolescent ......................Melissa Oricchio

Education - Adolescent Literacy & Special Education
..................................................Hayley M. Kazlauskas

Education - Childhood .......................Mary Ann Cervini

Education – Childhood & Early Childhood ....Maria Rita Kalten

Education – Childhood Literacy .............Sara Mangialardi

Education – Childhood Literacy & Special Education
..................................................Amanda Albanese

Education - Childhood & Special Education ......Jessica DePietro

Financial Management – Corporate ............Raymond Caruso

Financial Management..........................Carlo Cannavo
Presented as the Irene Hammerbacher Memorial Award

Management ......................................Taylor Marie Mrazek
Presented as the Ursula Wittig-Berman Memorial Award
in Health Care Management

Management and Health Care Management .......Lauren Dyroff
Presented as the Ursula Wittig-Berman Memorial Award
in Health Care Management

Information Systems .........................Lirieth Amat Quiros
Presented by the Information Systems Department Faculty

Marketing ...........................................Stacy Marie Hanson
Presented as the Ernst Mendels Memorial Award
in Marketing

Marketing ...........................................Kristen Myers
Presented as the Ernst Mendels Memorial Award
in Marketing

Marketing ...........................................Kathleen Marie Wiedmar
Presented as the Ernst Mendels Memorial Award
in Marketing

Marriage & Family Therapy ...............Natalie Rizzi Subieta

Mass Communication – Public Relations ........Amanda Gannon

Mass Communication – Sports Communication & Media
.......................................................Giuseppe D’Aloisio

Psychology, Experimental Specialization ..........Julia Kearley

Psychology, Industrial Organizational ..........Kyle J. Quercia

Psychology, Mental Health Counseling ..........Kelly Kyriacou

Psychology, School Psychology .................Samuel C. Torres

Speech Communication Studies ..................Serena M. Butler
Communication Sciences and Disorders
ACADEMIC HONOR SOCIETIES*
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

BETA ALPHA PSI (Accounting)
Katherine Kinkela, JD, LLM., Moderator


BETA BETA BETA (Biology)
Eric Muller, Ph.D., Moderator

Mikayla Cullen Julia E. Flower Joseph C. Giancaspro Treloara B. Harrisson Mesha Z. Iqbal Madison Mayle Margaret T. McNiff Alyssa Passanisi Melissa Rowan

BETA GAMMA SIGMA (Business)
Jeffry Haber, Ph.D., Moderator


GAMMA SIGMA EPSILON
(National Chemistry Honor Society)
Sunghee Lee, Ph.D., Moderator

Joseph C. Giancaspro Mariama Njie Marnie Skinner

UPSILON PI EPSILON (Computer Science)
Chia-Ling Tsai, Ph.D., Moderator

Anthony D. Calise Brandon David Neilsen Michael Pesce Vittorio Russo

* Names received as of May 1, 2020
ACADEMIC HONOR SOCIETIES*  
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS  

ALPHA PHI SIGMA (Criminal Justice)  
(Lambda Gamma Chapter)  
Paul O’Connell, Ph.D., Moderator  

Kaitlyn Camperlinno  
Paola Cedeno  
Alyssa Cordaro  
Bianna G. Fanzo  
Biiana Gibaldi  

Andrew G. Gidden  
Bethany G. Gracer  
Cody Keifer  
Christina M. Lamiroult  
Melissa Marino  

Brianna Marrero  
Genesis C. Mojica  
Jenascia I. Muniz  
Christina B. Reale  
Jessie Ruiz  
Kaitlyn Sweeney  
Samantha Telesco  
Dakota Vazquez  
Arjeta Vulkaj  

OMICRON DELTA EPSILON (Economics)  
Robert Jantzen, Ph.D., Moderator  

Raymond L. Carapella  
Francesc Ferri Chulia  
Alessandra V. Danyo  

Joseph A. DaSilva  
Kasahn A. Harris  
Erin Kelly  

Olivier M. Lustin  
Thien B. Nguyen  
Michael Pirraglia  
Tamantha Pizarro  

PI LAMBDA THETA (Education)  
Christine Hardigree, Ph.D., Moderator  

Kiara Allen  
Stephanie DiGiovanna  
Vanessa F. Ficalora  

Emily J. Gleason  
Lauren Johns  
Cassidy Joseph  

Hannah McGowan  
Jennifer Michaels  
Emily M. Rizzo  
Alexis Velez  

SIGMA TAU DELTA (English)  
Christina Carlson, Ph.D., Moderator  

Samantha Attz-Martinez  
Michael Bruno  
Alexa Capalbi  
Alexa Carbome  
Carlie Clifford  
Alyssa Colon  

Katherine Connor  
Stephanie DeGiovanna  
Natalie Jimenez  
Bridget Killen  
McKenna Lambrick  
Christina Lamiroult  

Tori Lesko  
Emma Lopez-Fonte  
Cassidy Mahoney  
Paula Ortiz  
Danielle Parinas  
Alyssa Pulci  
Madeline Ronga  
Christa Ryan  
Victoria Sanseverino  
Lauren Talty  

EPSILON OMEGA (Foreign Languages)  
(Alpha Mu Gamma Chapter)  
Diane Ferrero-Paluzzi Ph.D. and Pilar Calballero, Ph.D., Moderators  

Kristen Clark  
Laura M. Kandro  

Jason M. Naranjo  
Clarissa B. Rosano  
Mariahelena Ruiz  

* Names received as of May 1, 2020
ACADEMIC HONOR SOCIETIES
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

GOLDEN KEY INTERNATIONAL HONOUR SOCIETY
Tricia Mulligan, Ph.D., Moderator

Lucia Antoine
Jenna L. Caccavale
Ciara R. Corbin
Allegra Deane
Brianna G. Fanzo
Alexa Fiorillo
Briana Gibaldi
Tiara Griffith
Ciara Nicole Guglielmo
Treloara B. Harrison
Linda Perlleshi
Mackenzie Rice-Parascondola
Alexis Velez
Sebina Vulic

PHI ALPHA THETA (History)
Michael Hughes, Ph.D., Moderator

Mark A. Carozza
Paola Cedeno
Emily J. Gleason
William Hughes
Jennifer Michaels
Domenick Monaco
Alexis Velez
Arjeta Vukaj
Kristen Zinzi

SIGMA IOTA RHO (International Studies)
Tricia Mulligan, Ph.D., Moderator

Lucia Antoine
Clarissa B. Rosano

MASS COMMUNICATION
Tony Kelso, Ph.D., Moderator

Valerie Marie Amarosa
Dylan L. Batista
Katherine Buholtz
Katherine R. Conner
Brian Connors
Alyssa Cordaro
Maureen DeGregorio
Julia Fabrizio
Matthew R. George
Simone A. Guidry
Ryan McMonagle
Cristina Nosonowitz
Kaitlin E. Pearce
Angelique Perrin
Mackenzie Rice-Parascondola
Alison P. Robles
Edward Rose
Christa Ryan
Victoria R. Sanseverino
Gabriella Scottino
Farrell Shine
Queury Triunfel

MASS COMMUNICATION
(Iona chapter of Kappa Tau Alpha)
Tony Kelso, Ph.D., Moderator

Ryan McMonagle
Angelique Perrin
Mackenzie Rice-Parascondola
Edward Rose
Victoria R. Sanseverino

PI MU EPSILON (Mathematics)
Benjamin Gaines, Ph.D., Moderator

Anna Grieco
Kayla Hujber
Michael Pesce
Tamantha Pizarro
Vittorio Russo

* Names received as of May 1, 2020
ACADEMIC HONOR SOCIETIES*  
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS  

PHI SIGMA TAU (Philosophy)  
Galen Barry, Ph.D., Moderator

Jennifer A. Bastos  
Amanda Cardona  
Bethany G. Gracer

Wanda McDonald  
Matthew Montaruli  
Thien B. Nguyen  
Lucia Pacifico  
Nelson Rodriguez  
Vittorio Russo

PI SIGMA ALPHA (Political Science)  
Tricia Mulligan, Ph.D., Moderator

Robert Bleakley  
Alyssa K. Chain  
CeAsiah Christmas  
Destinee Heggie  
Steisy Benitez Medina  
Domenick Monaco  
Julia Peschetti  
James Lazarus Shoptaugh

PSI CHI (Psychology)  
Oksana Huk, Psy.D., Moderator

Jennifer A. Bastos  
Cameron M. Blagman  
Alexa A. Carbone  
Ciara R. Corbin

Vashone R. DeVaughn  
Josette K. Eldred  
Alyssa Garcia  
Chloe R. Gaska  
Amir J. Landrine  
Nathan J. Lowry  
Cassidy R. Mahoney  
Linda Perlleshi  
Julia R. Pignatelli  
Rose Snyder  
Adrianna F. Solhjoo  
Samantha Telesco

THETA ALPHA KAPPA (Religious Studies)  
Elena Procario-Foley, Ph.D., Moderator

Christina Lamiroult

PHI ALPHA (Social Work)  
Jeanne Matich-Maroney, Ph.D., Moderator

Rebecca D. Gabert  
Kathyne T. Gerol  
Ashley B. Goldsberry

Emely Herasme  
Samantha Kate Langan  
Tori Lesko  
Wanda McDonald  
Elizbeth Montaruli  
Danielle N. Morano  
Lisa Mottola  
Jenascia I. Muniz

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA (Sociology)  
Derese Kassa, Ph.D., Moderator

Kaitlyn N. Camperlino  
Paola Cedeno  
CeAsiah Christmas

Chelsea D. De Jesus  
Alyssa Garcia  
Sydney Gioseffi  
Genesis C. Mojica  
Christina B. Reale  
Colleen Turini

* Names received as of May 1, 2020
# Academic Honor Societies

## Undergraduate Students

### Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Amato</td>
<td>Amanda Cardona</td>
<td>Kristen Clark</td>
<td>Jordan Alexa Clemente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsery Echausse</td>
<td>Laura M. Kandro</td>
<td>Kristen Clark</td>
<td>Jordan Alexa Clemente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura M. Kandro</td>
<td>Gabriela DiBenedetto</td>
<td>Gabi Echausse</td>
<td>Brianna A. Hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela DiBenedetto</td>
<td>Meaghan R. Doherty</td>
<td>Briana Gibaldi</td>
<td>Laura M. Kandro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Ortiz Guevara</td>
<td>Clarissa Rosano</td>
<td>Leanna K. Molaro</td>
<td>Mariahelen Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Gerometta, Ph.D., Moderator</td>
<td>Jennifer Gerometta, Ph.D., Moderator</td>
<td>Jennifer Gerometta, Ph.D., Moderator</td>
<td>Jennifer Gerometta, Ph.D., Moderator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Names received as of May 1, 2020*
ACADEMIC HONOR SOCIETIES
GRADUATE STUDENTS

BETA ALPHA PSI (Accounting)
Katherine Kinkela, JD, LL.M., Moderator

Courtney N. Albrecht
Taisha Alcindor
Claire Archibald
Elizabeth M. Bongo
Richard Cruz

Anthony DeMatteo
Brian Epifano
Edward Gonzalez
Kiara Haye
John Hidalgo

Sidney Leiriao
Anthony Licata
Carlos A. Mendoza
Christian Pelka
Mark Perri

Anthony J. Strazza
Cassidy Weber

BETA GAMMA SIGMA (Business)
Jeffry Haber, Ph.D., Moderator

Lauren Dyroff
Taylor Marie Mrazek
Richard Peter Palladino
Melissa Strauss

BETA ALPHA PSI (Accounting)
Katherine Kinkela, JD, LL.M., Moderator

Courtney N. Albrecht
Taisha Alcindor
Claire Archibald
Elizabeth M. Bongo
Richard Cruz

Anthony DeMatteo
Brian Epifano
Edward Gonzalez
Kiara Haye
John Hidalgo

Sidney Leiriao
Anthony Licata
Carlos A. Mendoza
Christian Pelka
Mark Perri

Anthony J. Strazza
Cassidy Weber

UPSILON PI EPSILON (Computer Science)
Chia-Ling Tsai, Ph.D., Moderator

Stephen J. Meerman
Alexander Francis Rousak

UPSILON PI EPSILON (Computer Science)
Chia-Ling Tsai, Ph.D., Moderator

Stephen J. Meerman
Alexander Francis Rousak

ALPHA PHI SIGMA (Criminal Justice)
Paul O’Connell, Ph.D., Moderator

Olga Barajas
Natasha M. Clifford

Brian Picone
Carrie Ann Sapinoso
Allison Scymcyk

GOLDEN KEY INTERNATIONAL HONOUR SOCIETY
Tricia Mulligan, Ph.D., Moderator

Jazz B. Baez
Natasha M. Clifford

Peter J. Iannarelli
Maria Rita Kalten
Suzzette E. McDonough
Alyssa Marie Migliaccio

Francesca Perticaro
Jazmine Santana

PSI CHI (Psychology)
Oksana Huk, Psy.D., Moderator

Alexa A. Carbone
Vashone R. DeVaughn
Josette K. Eldred
Alyssa Garcia
Toni Dawn Grimaldi

Amanda Irizarry
Kania Javier
Kelly Kyriacou
Amir J. Landrine

Nathan J. Lowry
Cassidy R. Mahoney
Christina M. Migliaccio
Angela Nunez

Linda Perlleshi
Jillian Dana Santiago
Adrianna F. Solhjoo
Francesca Immacula Thomas

* Names received as of May 1, 2020
AWARDS
FACULTY TEACHING AND RESEARCH AWARD RECIPIENTS 2020

The 2019-20 Faculty Awards are granted in recognition of a variety of areas including student and faculty research, integrated service-learning, service to the College, and innovation and excellence in teaching. The awards are sponsored by the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Jim Hynes, and the leadership of Iona College.

The Brother William H. Barnes Memorial Award for Service to the College
Presented to the faculty member who has demonstrated exceptional contributions to the College community as shown through leadership in areas ranging from faculty governance or administrative work, mentoring of student activities, sponsorship of College events, to initiation of new service projects for students, faculty, and other members of the College community.

Thomas Moretti, Ph.D.

The Brother William Cornelia Distinguished Faculty Award
Presented to the faculty member who is distinguished as a teacher-scholar as documented through student-and-peer-teaching evaluations and scholarly output.

Dean Defino, Ph.D.

The Irene Hammerbacher Outstanding Faculty Research Award
Presented to the faculty member whose achievements in research, scholarship, or creative expression have had significant critical reception and are recognized nationally or internationally.

Sarah Wong-Goodrich, Ph.D.

The Brother Arthur Loftus Outstanding Student Research Award
Presented to the faculty member who has actively engaged in research and/or scholarly activity with undergraduate or graduate students.

Christina Carlson, Ph.D.

The Catherine McCabe Award for Innovation & Excellence in Teaching
Presented to the faculty member who has demonstrated exceptional teaching skills, recognized concern for students and colleagues and sensitivity to the mission of the College, and a commitment to high standards of professional and personal life.

John Meyer, Ph.D.

The Brother Richard B. Power Award for Integrating Service-Learning into the Classroom
Presented to the faculty member who has demonstrated excellence in teaching that includes the integration of innovative approaches to service-learning, or notable collaboration with faculty outside their department for incorporating service-learning beyond the classroom.

Br. Dennis Gunn, Ed.D.

HUGH McCabe Award for Social Justice
This award is presented annually to a member of the Iona College community whose dedication and efforts reflect Iona’s commitment to educate persons for a just society and peaceful world.

Jeanne Matich-Maroney, Ph.D.
HONORARY DEGREE

MARIA BARTIROMO
Anchor and Global Markets Editor, FOX Business Network – FOX News Channel

Maria Bartiromo joined FOX Business Network (FBN) as Global Markets Editor in January 2014. She is the anchor of Mornings with Maria on FBN (6-9 AM/ET) and anchors Sunday Morning Futures, the most watched Sunday morning program on cable (10 AM/ET) on FOX News Channel (FNC). In April 2017, Bartiromo was also named the new anchor for FBN’s weekly primetime investing program Maria Bartiromo’s Wall Street Week (Fridays at 9 PM/ET).

In November 2015, Bartiromo, along with FBN’s Neil Cavuto, moderated the network’s inaugural Republican presidential primary debate. According to Nielsen data, the debate delivered 13.5 million total viewers and 3.7 million in the key 25-54 demo, making it the highest-rated program in network history. In January 2016, both Bartiromo and Cavuto reprised their role as debate moderators, delivering 11 million total viewers with 3 million in the key 25-54 demo, making it the second highest-rated program in network history according to Nielsen Media Research.

Bartiromo has covered business and the economy for 30 years and was one of the building blocks of business cable network CNBC. During her 20-year tenure as the face of CNBC, she launched the network’s morning program, Squawk Box; anchored The Closing Bell with Maria Bartiromo; and was the anchor and managing editor of the nationally syndicated On the Money with Maria Bartiromo, formerly The Wall Street Journal Report with Maria Bartiromo.

Bartiromo has been a pioneer in her industry. In 1995, she became the first journalist to report live from the floor of the New York Stock Exchange on a daily basis. She joined CNBC in 1993 after five years as a producer, writer and assignment editor with CNN Business News, where she wrote and produced some of CNN’s top business programs.

She has received numerous prestigious awards, including two Emmys and a Gracie Award. Her first Emmy was for her 2008 News and Documentary coverage of the 2007-2008 financial collapse and her “Bailout Talks Collapse” coverage was broadcast on NBC Nightly News. She later won a second Emmy for her 2009 documentary, “Inside the Mind of Google,” which aired globally on CNBC. Bartiromo won a Gracie Award for “Greenspan: Power, Money & the American Dream,” also broadcast globally on CNBC.

In 2009, the Financial Times named her one of the “50 Faces That Shaped the Decade,” and she was the first female journalist to be inducted into the Cable Hall of Fame Class of 2011. In 2016 she was inducted by the Library of American Broadcasting as one of its Giants of Broadcasting & Electronic Arts. Bartiromo is the author of several books, including The Weekend That Changed Wall Street, published by Portfolio / Penguin, and The 10 Laws of Enduring Success, published by Random House; both were released in 2010.

Bartiromo has written weekly columns for Business Week and Milano Finanza magazines; as well as monthly columns for USA Today, and Individual Investor, Ticker and Reader’s Digest magazines. She has been published in the Financial Times, Newsweek, Town and Country, Registered Rep and the New York Post.

Bartiromo is a member of the Board of Trustees of New York University, the Council on Foreign Relations, and the Board of Directors of The National Italian American Foundation (NIAF).

She graduated from New York University, where she studied journalism and economics. She also served as an adjunct professor at NYU Stern School of Business for the fall semesters of 2010 through 2013.

For her outstanding achievements as a pioneer and trailblazer for women in the industry of journalism and deep dedication to truth in reporting, Iona College confers upon MARIA BARTIROMO, the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, Honoris Causa.
Iona College

Mission Statement

Iona College is a caring academic community, inspired by the legacy of Blessed Edmund Rice and the Christian Brothers, which embodies opportunity, justice, and the liberating power of education.

Iona College’s purpose is to foster intellectual inquiry, community engagement, and an appreciation for diversity.

In the tradition of American Catholic Higher Education, Iona College commits its energies and resources to the development of graduates recognized for their ethics, creativity, and problem solving abilities; their independent and adaptable thinking; their joy in lifelong learning; and their enduring integration of mind, body, and spirit.

(Adopted May 2, 2012)
IONA ALMA MATER

Iona, Alma Mater,
Hail, all hail, to thee!
We raise a cry to glorify
Thy name where'er we be.
To thee we owe allegiance;
Abroad we spread thy fame;
Throughout the world we praise thee,
Proud to bear thy name.

Great Columba, trusted patron
Guide our College year by year.
Founder of the first Iona,
Sing we now in accents clear:
Iona, Alma Mater,
On high thy glories soar;
Ionians go forth again
To praise thee evermore.

— G.P. Lyons, CFC
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Originally, academic costumes were worn by members of religious orders who established most of the early universities. Academic garb consisted of the clerical robe and a hood (which actually served as that). While these costumes were similar, different orders frequently modified their gowns and hoods. Some officials also wore insignia or other adornments to identify their positions.

When universities achieved identity as educational institutions, the design and symbolism of academic regalia began to change. Universities in Europe (and in overseas areas culturally tied to Europe) developed colorful gowns and caps, and the hood became a designator of degrees.

Institutions in the United States were, until recently, rather conservative in the matter of academic garb. While tendencies in the other direction began to manifest themselves in 1895, they were checked temporarily when a conference of institutions agreed that the basic academic garb should be a black robe and cap, and a hood indicating the wearer’s degree and the institution from which it was received.

In recent times, an increasing number of institutions have adopted gowns and caps which incorporate official colors. The pace of this change was accelerated when Harvard University introduced its crimson doctoral gown. Other institutions felt challenged to match this resplendence. While embellishments were first limited to the doctor’s attire, the use of colored gowns and caps for bachelor’s and master’s degree recipients is a current trend.

Participants in academic ceremonies normally wear the academic regalia to which they are entitled by virtue of the degrees they hold. Members of boards of trustees may wear doctoral gowns, but the hoods must signify the degrees they actually hold.

The field of study of an earned degree is identified by a standard code of colors used as the edging of hoods, as part of the decoration of gowns, and for tassels on caps. The standard color code follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Color Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce, Accountancy, Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>Russet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oratory</td>
<td>Silver Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Olive Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theology</td>
<td>Scarlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterinary Science</td>
<td>Gray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>